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YH002-A

Mounting

Blinds Chain Controller

Long distance : open or close your home blinds on   or business with Wifi  on ;
Easy mounting and setting : 3-5 minutes DIY on your fi ngertip position;
Control: Mobile and remote both can ; 
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Device In Pairing Mode For Network Discover
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Installation mode 2:

bottom on 

Installation mode 1: 

Note: Pls be sure use the suitable gear for the chain, and adjust the tension, otherwise will noisy.

WIFI Version

Add device

Small home appliance

Curtain Confirm indicator
Rapidly blink

Add device

Add device Successfully

Photo 1   Suitable gear and chain

Note:
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  Hit stop button when completely 
closed. Done!  Pls check the blinds
running direction if same as APP . 
If not , pls see FAQ .

Set Limits on the Device

Now,when you hit the open, it will open them to the point that you set for opening, and close, them to the point that you set for closing, (can also setting from close to open).
Note:If trip change for some urgent, pls reset.

Function Setting Reset And Remove Device
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More

Schedule: 

Step 2: 
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 3 Connector with google Alexa etc 
Parameters 

Name Model Control
Method

Torque Speed ADAPTER 
VOLTAGE

Frequency Voltage Rated 
Current

Max Blinds 
Size Max Weight Battery 

(optional)

Distance Compatible

Voice control

Remove button
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FAQ

A. Blinds running direction not same as APP (Room blinds open , APP blinds close)

Method one: press and hold “up” button six seconds until blue light flash , blinds running direction change.
Method two: APP—More---open ”Motor Direction”, reset blinds limit again; 

B.Device no any response for the APP after wifi connector

Pls make sure that the trip limit is set up prior to any attempts of control , pls do limit setting as “ step 3” before APP control; 

C.Motor cannot connector with WIFI

1) Pls reset device , and recover factory setting (step5);
2) Pls be sure wifi is 2.4G, and have good signal.

D.No any response of remote

1) Check battery on remote ;
2) Check pair with device ok.
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Device pair not only with mobile , but also remote




